Sister Conductress you will present members who have been elected to our chapter thru affiliation.

(When back of Esther's chair, Conductress introduces them to W.M.)

Another Chapter's loss is our gain and we are most happy to have you affiliate tonight. We shall try to be worthy of what you expect of us. I welcome you with cordial pleasure, and speak for every member of our Chapter when I say that we are happy that you have chosen to be one of us. Sister Cond. you will present our sisters and brothers to the secretary's desk where they will sign the by-laws and then take them back of Esther's chair again.

(When they are in position again the Assoc. Matron takes a basket and goes to Ada and all the Star points and gathers flowers from them. Each Star point gives the following verses, as they place the flowers in the basket.)

Ada speaks:
I bring flowers of blue
Adah's message to be true;
As we give them to you now
May we keep each solemn vow.

Ruth:
Sweetest story ever told
That of Ruth with sheaves of gold;
So we bring with love to you
Beautiful flowers of choicest hue.

Esther:
Esther's point is always bright
For she dares to do the right
As was to her loved ones true,
So we bring these flowers to you.

Martha:
Martha's faith is plainly seen
In the leaves of dainty green;
With the hope that Jesus gave
Of that life beyond the grave.

Electa:
Beautiful flowers always tell,
To our friends we love so well
That we'll always be so true
So we bring these flowers to you.

(Associate Matron takes all the flowers to affiliates and gives each one flower of each color. She goes to her station and she and Star points seat themselves.)

Chapter called up (Tune: "Till We Meet Again!"
Smile the while you work for our dear Star
Service first will show the way you are;
Happiness comes then to bless, Every heart in O.E.S.
Life for us will pass so merrily;
All our friends will bring sweet memory--
So live and serve for all each day--Living O.E.S.

(After the song is sung to the affiliates by the chapter members, the members are seated.)